Water Metabolism in Tourist Destinations in Coastal Towns in Alicante (Spain): Actions to Increase Resilience to Drought
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Abstract: Tourism, and particularly residential tourism, has led to a change in the urban and demographic model of towns along the European Mediterranean coastline. Water as a limited and limiting resource for the growth of tourism is a popular topic in the scientific literature. However, the incorporation of non-conventional resources (desalination) has meant, in theory, that this limitation has been overcome. The aims of this paper are: a) to identify the different tourism models implanted in this territory and describe them from the point of view of their consumption of water in the demand cycle from 2002 to 2017; b) analyse the hydrosocial cycle, highlighting the measures aimed at satisfying water demand; and c) identify the limitations associated with these hydrosocial systems. To this end, different types of information will be processed, and various complex indicators produced. The results show the importance that demand management and the use of desalinated water in increasing the resilience of this territory to aridity. However, this has generated other problems associated with a tsunami of construction and the continuity of a non-sustainable territorial model.
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1. Introduction

Since the end of the Second World War, tourism has become one of the activities or economic sectors that best identify the great changes that have taken place in societies. Tourism over the last 60 years has become a highly dynamic activity despite cyclical behaviour linked to the global and regional economy [1]: such as successive cycles of boom and bust [2, 3]; geopolitical events [4]; and natural disasters [5]. This growth has traditionally been measured in economic terms and with a quantitative focus based on the number of trips, tourists, and currency transfers. In this respect, tourism has grown from 25 million international journeys in 1950 to 1.3 billion in 2017; and is expected to reach 1.8 billion journeys in 2030. At present, it represents 10% of world GDP and mobilises 7% of international trade [6].

This perspective of quantitative development has also been read geographically. The evolution of mass tourism is interpreted as the constant incorporation of regions and countries into the global tourism system. This interpretation is the foundation for evolutionary models such as Gormsen’s pleasure peripheries [7]. Moreover, this geographic expansion of tourism has traditionally been
understood as a key to economic progress for less developed countries: tourism is seen as a ‘passport to development’ [8].

Among the natural resources necessary for the development of tourism, water has been strategic, since it is fundamental for the supply of drinking water, and the functioning of recreational facilities (golf, waterparks, and so on) [9]. The growth of tourism and infrastructures is directly associated with the increase in water consumption, which has led to the introduction of water engineering projects to increase available water. The consumption of water by tourism has generated a notable academic production, including analyses that point to the need to reduce such consumption, both from the point of view of eco-efficiency (optimisation of supplies, price policies, incorporation of non-conventional resources, and the circular economy) and sufficiency (consumption patterns of tourists and awareness policies) [10]. These studies may be seen as part of a paradigm change in water policy. Policies designed to meet new demand by generating new resources have been replaced by policies managing demand with more sustainable actions [11].

Tourist activity has led to a change in the urban and demographic model of towns along the European Mediterranean coastline. This is a dynamic that has led since the 1960s to increased spending on water consumption for urban and tourism-related uses. The pressure on water resources has been accentuated by the fact that some of the major regions for ‘sun and sand’ tourism (for example, the Mediterranean basin) coincide with arid and semi-arid climates [12]. In this spatial context, water has often been considered a limited resource [13]). To meet growing demands, various initiatives were aimed at increasing water resources and formulas for governance in the various processes of the water cycle. Both are reflected in the configuration of complex hydrosocial cycles [14]. The criticality and scarcity of resources for the tourism sector [15] are reflected in forecasts for climate change in the Mediterranean Basin. These point to a greater irregularity of rainfall, changes in its seasonal distribution, and more droughts [16].

This study focuses on the analysis of the effects of tourism and associated activities, especially with regard to real estate development. Such activities since the 1960s have transformed the socioeconomic, demographic, and spatial structures of the province of Alicante regarding water resources. As rainfall ranges between 300 mm on the south coast and 450 mm in the north [17], droughts have given rise to serious water crises in the past [18].

The development of tourism in Alicante (south-east Spain) is confined to a narrow coastal strip that has occasionally overflowed into ‘second line’ spaces. The coastal municipalities (20 out of 141) accommodate 59% of the population and concentrate a large proportion of the infrastructure, public and private services, and economic activity. The spatial distribution of tourist accommodation shows the pre-eminence of tourism in coastal towns, where 96% of hotels, 94% of regulated apartments, and 85% of campsites are concentrated [19]. Furthermore, there are more than 1.5 million beds in private homes, which constitute the principal accommodation supply, and comprise an assortment of types (apartments, bungalows, and detached houses) aimed at different tourism segments and holiday demand, as well as for use as second homes. Tourism activities have several models that make significant territorial impacts on land use and water resources. The description of these models, in the sense of elementary theoretical patterns of occupation of space whose territorial expression is shown in a complex and mixed way, is based on the occupation density of the territory, building types, tourist accommodation offer, and segments of demand. There are two basic models, one concentrated and the other extensive. The first, clearly identified in the destination city of Benidorm,
involves a high density of tall buildings. The presence of a major offer of regulated accommodation (hotels, apartments, and campsites) distributed through commercial channels, creates an important dynamism that enables the maintenance of tourism activity during most of the year. The other model is extensive and involves the construction of complex housing estates that have evolved from isolated or semi-detached family housing, and are oriented to the market for holiday homes or rental. The economic repercussions are lesser than in the concentrated and commercial model and are focused on real estate. This latter model is more seasonal.

This intense process of occupation of the coastline, which has been called a ‘development tsunami’ and the real estate hyperproduction cycle in the 1996-2006 period [20] has resulted in the dilapidation of important environmental resources. Thus, 56% of the land in the first 500 metres from the coastal waterline in the province is being artificialized, a figure that reaches 42% for the two-kilometre strip [21]. In short, this has led to the generation of sharp social, economic, and demographic contrasts between coastal and inland areas. This process is also taking place in other Mediterranean regions such as Crete [22], Croatia [23] and the Bodrum Peninsula in Turkey [24].

The study area corresponds to 13 coastal or near-coastal municipalities in the province of Alicante. Seven are located in the south of the province (Santa Pola, Guardamar del Segura, Orihuela, Rojales, San Fulgencio, Torrevieja, El Pilar de la Horadada) and six in the northern sector (Villajoyosa, Finestrat, Benidorm, La Nucia, Alfaz del Pi and Altea) (Figure 1). Their selection was decided by the following factors: a) consideration as a mature ‘sun and sand’ tourist destination; b) the importance that tourism has acquired in the coastal area, but also in near coastal areas as a result of coastal saturation; c) existence of different tourism models with differing repercussions on water demand; d) different rates of implantation in the provincial coast, both in the coastal and near coastal sector; e) the notable expansion of residential tourism in the 1997-2008 period, curbed by the bursting of the real estate bubble; f) the insufficiency of water resources for climatic reasons and accentuated by the development of land uses with high demands; g) the adoption of various actions to increase water resources and contain demand; and h) the existence of models of governance and diverse sources of water resources.
The working hypotheses is articulated around the fact that despite the notable urban-tourist and residential growth recorded in this area since the 1960s, and accentuated in the period 1998-2007, the hydrosocial system has been able to provide the necessary water and droughts have not caused cuts in supply. The resilience of the hydrosocial system is the result of measures affecting supply and demand.

The aims of this paper are: a) identify the different tourism models implanted in this territory and describe them from the point of view of water consumption; b) relate the water consumption of these models with the demand cycle from 2002 to 2017; c) analyse the water cycle of these municipalities, highlighting the measures affecting supply and demand; and d) identify the limitations associated with these hydrosocial systems.

2. Materials and Methods
To achieve these objectives, various types of information are processed. With regard to water consumption, the primary data is obtained from databases on consumption (volume supplied 2002-2017) and sources (conventional resources, desalination, etc.) and supply companies. This information has been provided by the wholesale water supply companies (Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla [25, 26], Consorcio de Aguas de la Marina Baja [27, 28] and local authorities). This information has enabled a description of the hydrosocial cycle of the selected towns.

In these cycles, a distinction must be made between ‘raw water’ and ‘drinking water’. According to Spanish terminology, ‘raw water’ refers to water stored in reservoirs and aquifers or captured from rivers before its treatment in drinking water plants; while ‘drinking water’ is purified water flowing from the drinking water plants to domestic users. These flows may be under different management.

Usually raw water is managed by relatively large regional and publicly owned wholesale companies.
3. Results

3.1. The spatial implementation model

The 13 municipalities analysed represent 15% of the territory of the province, and 22.75% of the population. Altogether, tourism supply amounts to almost 150,000 regulated beds for tourist accommodation, representing 74% of the hotel beds in the province, 63.3% of campsites, and 44.80% of regulated apartments (Table 1). In total, these municipalities concentrate 53.9% of the regulated...
tourist accommodation in the province. This supply is distributed unevenly between the municipalities of the area and is notably concentrated in Benidorm (which contains more than 53% of those 150,000 beds and 81% of the hotel beds of the study area).

Table 1. Regulated accommodation supply (2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel beds</th>
<th>Campsites</th>
<th>Regulated apartments</th>
<th>Tourism specialisation index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alfaz del Pi</td>
<td>2,098</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>6,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altea</td>
<td>1,298</td>
<td>1,125</td>
<td>4,987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benidorm</td>
<td>41,096</td>
<td>12,729</td>
<td>25,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucia, La</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finestrat</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>3,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villajoyosa</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>4,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardamar del Segura</td>
<td>1,615</td>
<td>1,257</td>
<td>1,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orihuela</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilar de la Horadada</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rojales</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Fulgencio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrevieja</td>
<td>1,772</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>11,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Pola</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>1,365</td>
<td>5,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50,537</strong></td>
<td><strong>19,648</strong></td>
<td><strong>78,581</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total provincial</strong></td>
<td><strong>69,554</strong></td>
<td><strong>31,001</strong></td>
<td><strong>175,340</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [19]. Authors.

Based on the analysis of the population and a 2011 housing census [29], it is estimated that these 13 municipalities concentrate more than 250,000 properties for potential use as holiday homes. In some of these destinations the capacity for accommodation in residential properties is three times greater than the number of registered residents. This is the case of Torrevieja (which concentrates some 250,000 beds of this type), Santa Pola, Guardamar del Segura, and El Pilar de la Horadada. The non-permanent residential function index (RFI), the value of which is situated at around 0.5 in conventional cities, is greater than 1 overall for the 13 municipalities, and in some cases reaches values of over 1.4. The relationship between habitual and non-habitual residences reflects this specialisation in residential tourism (Table 2).

Table 2. Indicators of residential tourism specialisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Properties</th>
<th>% Habitual residences</th>
<th>Population 2017</th>
<th>IFR 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alfaz del Pi</td>
<td>12,405</td>
<td>68.76</td>
<td>18,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altea</td>
<td>16,430</td>
<td>55.29</td>
<td>21,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benidorm</td>
<td>58,010</td>
<td>48.11</td>
<td>66,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucia, La</td>
<td>8,770</td>
<td>75.54</td>
<td>6,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finestrat</td>
<td>5,635</td>
<td>51.28</td>
<td>18,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villajoyosa</td>
<td>24,085</td>
<td>54.35</td>
<td>33,607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the study area three basic residential tourism development types are distinguished, according to the predominance of the basic urban holiday unit:

- Southern sector. Residential units formed by estates of terraced houses (26.25% of the built-up area) or detached properties, which generally occupy small plots (37.25% of the built-up area) [31].

- Northern sector. Reduced presence of terraced estates, and a greater presence of low-density residential estates, formed by detached houses. Morote [31] states that in this area low-density housing represents almost 70% of developed land.

- Benidorm. A highly concentrated urban model, a large supply of commercial accommodation distributed through international tour operators and with tourism and commercial activity maintained throughout the year. Private holiday homes (more than 100,000 beds) basically consists of apartments [32].

### 3.2. Water consumption: general tendency and consumption for specific models

The evolution of water consumption over the last 15 years (2002-2017) presents a cyclical pattern in relationship with the behaviour of the tourism sector and real estate sectors. Since the end of the twentieth century, the study area has constantly increased its consumption and this peaked between 2003 and 2008. This trend was broken after 2009 owing to the effects of the financial crisis. The tourism sector, despite having shown resilience to the crisis, reduced its growth considerably owing to restrictions in the flow of capital and reductions in family income. The bursting of the bubble had two effects on the holiday destinations in Alicante, as in other national and international destinations. Firstly, there was a reduction in the arrival of tourists and, secondly, a curbing of tourism real estate and related activities, which had become the economic motor of these municipalities. Both dynamics had an immediate effect on water consumption, which reproduced the trends set by tourism demand and the real estate market (Figure 2). An analysis of the evolution of the number of stays and water consumption in the municipalities of the study area synthesises several processes and phases:
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• The peak in overall water consumption for the municipalities coincides with the peak in
construction that took place during the first five years of this century. In the year 2006 the
supplied volume reached 56 hm$^3$. In eight of the municipalities (Guardamar, Orihuela, San
Fulgencio, El Pilar, Finestrat, Benidorm, Alfas, La Nucia) the maximum consumption in their
historic series was reached between 2005 and 2006, and this is related to the construction of
residential properties (Figure 3) and arrival of tourists. The year 2006 with 23.9 million overnight
stays was a record in the province until the end of the recession in 2013 (24.54 million) [19].
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Figure 2. Water consumption and overnight stays (2002-2017). Source: [25-28]. Authors.
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• Between 2006 and 2013 (the low point of the series) the 13 municipalities reduced consumption
by 17%. This reduction began before the crisis (2008), but was then accentuated by the crisis and
the associated bursting of the real estate bubble and reduction in hotel stays as a consequence of
a fall in the purchasing power of the middle classes. The reduction of consumption prior to 2008
is linked to initiatives aimed at reducing consumption (demand management and improvements in distribution network) as happens in many cities in developed countries [34].

- 2013 saw the start of a slow but continuous increase in volume supplied. By 2017 nine municipalities (Santa Pola, Villajoyosa, Altea, Orihuela, El Pilar de la Horadada, Finestrat, Rojales, San Fulgencio and La Nucia) had exceeded the consumption of 2002. With the return of positive GDP figures and investment, new property development projects started popping up. Political instability in North Africa (Tunisia and Egypt) also led to a notable increase in the number of tourists visiting Alicante in recent years. The approval of plans that try to halt or limit the development of rural land have met with strong opposition from business sectors (especially construction and real estate) and even from local residents. The reactivation of real estate development for tourism is more notable in the municipalities in the south of the province. Orihuela with 1.5 hm³ (+16.2%) and Rojales with 0.42 hm³ (+28%) have registered the largest increases. In the province of Alicante, the years 2015 (11.2 million), 2016 (11.9 million), and 2017 (13.5 million) registered record numbers of tourists, as a result of political instability in competing nations (Tunis and Turkey), and economic recovery. However, there has been a notable reduction in water consumption in Torrevieja, with a decrease of 0.8 hm³ (8.2%), and especially in Benidorm, which reduced consumption after 2002 by 1.9 hm³ (15%). These changes are related with measures to reduce demand and the nature of the dominant tourism models (hotels and compact estates) as analysed in the paragraphs below. The aspect to be highlighted is that consumption has increased in all the destinations since 2012-2015 which marks the end of the economic recession.

Basically, two urban types have been developed (Table 3): a concentrated model and an extensive model. In the latter, the varying degree of extensiveness means that there are sub-models, and these are largely determined by whether the houses are detached or terraced. The concentrated model (e.g. Benidorm) consumes much less water, since the management of its distribution in properties (blocks of flats) is easier and losses in the network are reduced. In the extensive model, where detached houses predominate (e.g. Alfás del Pí, Altea, and Villajoyosa) water use soars. This is due to: a) losses in the distribution network; and b) detached houses using water for outdoor uses (see, for example, [34, 35]). In the extensive model with a predominance of terraced houses (Torrevieja, Rojales, Santa Pola, Orihuela and Pilar de la Horadada), the greater housing density, smaller plot sizes, and predominance of terraced housing means more moderate water consumption.

Table 3. Water use per property type and spatial model of the town (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Average consumption per property (m³/year)</th>
<th>% performance (efficiency) drinking water network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benidorm</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfaz del Pí</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>75 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrevieja</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>94 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [37].

3.3. Supply systems and increase in water resilience
The availability and guaranteed supply of water have been decisive factors in the processes of tourism functionalisation and urbanisation of the territory [38]. In the light of the scarcity of water, tourist development of the municipalities on the coast of Alicante has depended on the integration of large-scale wholesale supply systems that collect and transport surface, ground, and desalinated waters, sometimes over long distances. This is the case of the Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla (1927) and the Consorcio de Aguas de la Marina Baja (1977). Both are public organisations. In many cases the management of drinking water has been delegated to private companies, or mixed companies (Benidorm and Torrevieja). Mixed companies are formed by a public partner (a local authority) and a private company that provides the technology to improve the performance of the drinking water service.

The sharp increase in consumption has forced wholesale companies to diversify the available resources. The Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla increased its supplies in the 1970s by obtaining water from the rivers Tagus and Segura (1979). Since the end of the twentieth century, the new water requirements associated with expansion of residential tourism have required a new diversification of sources (desalination) (Figure 4). The Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla was able to guarantee urban, industrial, and tourism supplies during the recent droughts of 2005-2009 and 2014-2017 by increasing supplies of desalinated water. These resources are added with the so-called ‘other’ sources that refer to waters from basin wells (extraordinary resources) and buying water contracts from others.

**Figure 4.** Volume distributed by the Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla according to source (2002-2017). Source: [25, 26]. Authors.

In the case of the Consorcio de Aguas de la Marina Baja, the need to guarantee the growing demand for drinking water for tourism development concentrated in Benidorm led to successive actions aimed at an optimal regulation of surface resources, the sustainable use of aquifers, and the use of reclaimed water. And to confront intense droughts, the Consorcio can access flows provided by the
Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla and the desalination plant at Muchamiel. The cornerstone of this model has been a series of agreements with local farmers to enable the assignment of drinking water for the cities in exchange for supplying free treated reclaimed water [27]. From 2002 to 2017, the volume of drinking water supplied per municipality has remained stable, with little variation (at between 22 and 19 hm$^3$/year). Table 4 summarises these supply systems and reveals the growing complexity.

Table 4. Basic features of the drinking water supply systems on the coast of Alicante

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sphere of action</th>
<th>Background &amp; characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North coast</td>
<td>• System configured for the joint and flexible use of surface, ground, and reclaimed water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consorcio de Aguas de la Marina Baja (1977)</td>
<td>• System based on agreements between farmers and consortium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities (7)</td>
<td>• The emergency Rabasa-Fenollar pipeline enables transportation water from the Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla, and from the desalination plant at Muchamiel. Operational during the droughts of 1999-2002 and 2015-2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population supplied (2017): 177,433 inhabitants which may rise to 700,000 in summer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functioning system operational and very efficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and south coast</td>
<td>• Without its management model, the urban-tourism development of this coastal sector would not have been possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mancomunidad de los Canales del Taibilla (1927)</td>
<td>• Constitutes one of the largest hydraulic complexes in Spain for the supply of drinking water with a capacity of 341 hm$^3$/year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities (Total 79, Alicante 35)</td>
<td>• Diversification of supply sources to manage droughts, based on the use of desalination (160 hm$^3$/year); Tagus-Segura transfer (110 hm$^3$/year), and River Taibilla (70 hm$^3$/year).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total population supplied (2017): 2.5 million inhabitants, rising to 3.5 million in summer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicante has 1.1 million inhabitants, rising to 1.8 million in summer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functioning system operational and very efficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [25-27]. Authors.

Initiatives to increase water resources have been accompanied in recent years by initiatives aimed at managing demand. These include improvements in techniques and leak management, the use of reclaimed water for the watering of gardens and green zones, and replacing thirsty vegetation. However, efficiency varies according to the tourism model implemented. This is very high in compact developments (for example, above 90% in Benidorm and Torrevieja) and decreases in the areas of extensive tourism due to the greater length of the networks (Table 3). Furthermore, hotels in Benidorm have incorporated various measures aimed at reducing water consumption, such as awareness campaigns for clients and employees and technical improvements in bathrooms, kitchens, and swimming pools [39]. Similar actions have been carried out in hotels in the Costa Brava and the Balearic Islands [40, 41]. Table 5 and 6 summarise the actions taken to optimise resources.
Table 5. Optimisation of resources in tourist accommodation units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotels</th>
<th>Apartments</th>
<th>Detached houses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Introduction of more efficient water saving measures in hotel rooms and facilities</td>
<td>• Installation of individual meters, saving devices (mixer taps, aerators, ECO domestic appliances)</td>
<td>• Installation of individual meters, and saving devices (mixer taps, aerators, ECO domestic appliances)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Awareness programmes for employees and clients</td>
<td>• Environmental awareness</td>
<td>• Environmental awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Outsourcing of services with high levels of consumption (laundry)</td>
<td>• New tariffs</td>
<td>• New tariffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gardens with local plants that require little water</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Installation of saving systems in gardens (drip irrigation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Closed circuits in swimming pool purification</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Savings in swimming pool water (reduction of evapotranspiration, re-use of water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Systems for reduction of losses in low season</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Authors.

Table 6. Water policy actions. Supply guarantee and optimisation of resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw water (Consorcio de Aguas de la Marina Baja and/or MCT)</th>
<th>Drinking water. Integrated water cycle at destination (HIDRAQUA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Regulation of reservoirs</td>
<td>• Use of reclaimed water (watering of parks, gardens, vegetable gardens, golf courses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use and management of aquifers</td>
<td>• Increased efficiency: sectorisation of the network, remote control systems, installation of individual smart meters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use of treated water</td>
<td>• Connection between different systems of wholesale distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Incorporation of desalinated waters</td>
<td>• Agreements with irrigators: exchange of drinking water for treated and reclaimed water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased efficiency: sectorisation of the network, remote control systems, installation of individual smart meters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Authors.

4. Discussion

The increase in water consumption because of mature tourism activities and in areas with a scarcity of water leads to a series of reflections regarding: a) the sustainability of the spatial model; b) the increase in water resources and actions to bolster the efficiency of available resources; and c) future threats for tourist development associated with climate change. These are related to issues related to
the research hypothesis, namely, the ability of the hydrosocial cycle to adapt to the urban tsunami and, more specifically, how far it can reach in versatility and what are the limits of its resilience.

4.1. The non-sustainability of the spatial model

The occupation of the coastline of Alicante has been intensive over the last three decades and the same has occurred in other Mediterranean areas. Some 62% of the urban area of the province is concentrated at less than 10 km from the coast. At the peak of the spatial transformation of the Spanish coast (between 1987 and 2011) and until the start of the economic crisis, the coast of Alicante reached one of the highest indices of urban transformation in the whole of Spain (56% of the coastal strip from 0 to 500 m.) together with the provinces of Barcelona and Malaga. In 2018, 80% of the line behind the beaches was built on [21, 42].

The spatial development policy followed in the Valencian region has not favoured the sustainable use of water, despite the fact that the spatial planning laws passed since 2002 (2004, 2014) favoured compact urban development over the low-density urban model. The key to this legislative failure has been the planning practices of the towns, which did not accept the compact planning management recommendation during the real estate ‘boom’ years. The recommendation was not accepted because property was considered a source of revenue with issue of licences and collection of taxes. To preserve the few remaining ‘windows’ of the Valencian coast from urban-tourism construction, the regional government approved (2018) a spatial plan that protects 52 areas of the coast selected on the basis of environmental, cultural, and heritage values and adaptation to climate change. This is the last opportunity for legislative spatial planning to preserve the few sectors of the Valencian coast that are not urban, and follows similar actions in Catalonia, the Basque Country and the Balearic Islands.

The bursting of the housing bubble significantly slowed the urbanisation process. However, since April 2014 the figures have shown an increase in the construction of new homes. Despite the negative impact in socio-economic terms (recession and increased unemployment) of dependence on construction, political leaders and constructors consider this activity as essential for the development of these spaces. This fact leads to a reflection on the non-sustainability of the system and how long a system based on new constructions can continue to be applied instead of more sustainable policies.

The increasing number of houses built since 2012 (Figure 5) further supports the existence of residential tourist models along much of coastline of the province of Alicante (one of the objectives of this article). The main development type on the coast of Alicante is low density urban sprawl (houses with gardens and swimming pools) which represents 57.3% of total built land, with differences between the northern sector of the province, where extensive urbanization reaches 69% of built land and the centre and south of the province where it only reaches 37% [31]. The predominance of a construction style that is highly demanding of water makes the model even less sustainable. A detached house (in Alfas del Pi, for example) consumes some 710 l/hab./a day compared to 372 l/hab for an apartment in Benidorm [44].
4.2. The increase in water consumption and actions taken to increase efficiency of available resources

Water use in the tourist towns on the coast of Alicante is closely related to the spatial model developed since the second half of the twentieth century. Boom moments from the point of view of tourism activities are reflected in increased demand for water and vice versa (objective b of this article). The key years for the increase in water demands were between 1985 and 2004. During these years, municipal water consumption multiplied two or three times, compared to the demands of 1985. The origin of the current urban demand for water can be found in the periods of expansion of construction activity from 1985 to 1991 and a later period from 1998 to 2008. The reduction in the number of tourists and homes built is reflected in a reduction of consumption in the period of greatest intensity of the crisis. The existence of multiple factors that affect demand determines that demand contraction began years before the property crisis (2008). After 2000, measures for improving urban water management started to be implemented in many towns, and this led to a decline in water consumption [34, 45, 46]. Since 2015, after years of declining consumption, there was a slight increase in consumption in some coastal towns in Alicante owing to record numbers of tourists. To this, it must be added the recovery in real estate activity. Since 2016, the province of Alicante has been third nationally in the issue of construction permits (see Figure 5).

To respond to this increase in demand, various strategies have been developed in the last three decades for water planning and management. From the point of view of supply, the main action has been an increase in the production of non-conventional resources (treatment and desalination). The province of Alicante re-uses 87 hm³/year of treated water, especially in agricultural irrigation, recreation (golf courses), and urban uses (watering parks and gardens). This consumption represents 71% of the total treated volume, placing Alicante among the Spanish provinces that use the most wastewater [47]. Desalination capacity expanded considerably after the approval of the National Hydrological Plan (2001) and the A.G.U.A. Programme (2004) [48]. The province of Alicante has
access to 173 hm$^3$/year, thanks to the construction on the coast of five large desalination plants (Alicante I and II, Muchamiel, Torrevieja, Jávea and Dénia). The incorporation of desalinated water has assured the supply of water to the tourist destinations regardless of droughts and so reduces consideration of water as a scarce resource. During the drought of 2015-18, the availability of flows from desalination satisfied urban demands and so avoided cuts and restrictions in supply. Desalination has become a key water resource in arid and semi-arid areas. Its use has guaranteed sufficiency of resources, but not efficiency [49]. Desalination has also generated other factors (high energy and environmental costs) that have been studied in the scientific literature [50-53]. The incorporation of desalination plants may lead to an increase in overall consumption since the supply is guaranteed, which would lead to the Jevons paradox. The aim of the best technologies that seek to improve eco-efficiency is to avoid this paradox.

The satisfaction of these demands has required the articulation of complex hydrosocial cycles (objective c) characterised by water resources from a variety of sources and also diverse systems of governance. This fact corroborates the research hypothesis of this investigation. In other words, despite the notable urban-tourist and residential growth registered in this area, the hydrosocial system has been able to provide the necessary water. In addition, water crises associated with drought since the mid-90s have not meant power cuts as happened in the 70s. The resilience of the hydrosocial system is the result of supply and demand measures. From the point of view of management, various measures have been adopted aimed at promoting efficiency via the implementation of technical improvements in the wholesale and retail supply systems (increased efficiency of the network); in addition to the generalisation of saving habits in the domestic and non-domestic consumption sectors (hotel, recreational, commercial, and industrial) (see Tables 5 and 6).

This leads us to reflect on the limitations of these hydrosocial models (objective d) as a consequence of the recovery in demand following an upward swing in the economic cycle and forecasts associated with climate change [54] (see Section 4.3.).

4.3. Future threats for tourism development associated with climate change

Climate change in the Mediterranean area will involve an increase in the irregularity of rain, as well as an increase in maximum and minimum temperatures, especially in the warmest months of the year during the tourist high season [55]). Climate modelling shows reductions in precipitation of between 10% (RCP 4.5) and 20% (RCP 8.5) towards the end of the century [56]. Also notable is the increase in the number of dry days per year. This means changes in surface run-off of 60% compared to the values for 2000 [57]. This fact will make it necessary to design drinking water management systems that guarantee the supply and respond to the principles of sustainable management in the framework of circular economies (use of rainwater, greywater, and treated water). The idea of the need to design urban water management models adapted to a greater irregularity in rainfall [12] is reinforced. The addition of new resources such as rainwater associated with changes in rainfall and runoff patterns and the use of purified water for garden irrigation and street cleaning constitute research lines to be developed in the future. Likewise, the use of greywater and the reuse of treated water should be embraced. This signifies compliance with the principles of sustainable spatial development and the circular economy [58].

The tourist municipalities on the coast of Alicante have developed measures for adapting to droughts in recent years, especially tourism companies (hotels) or drinking water management
companies (which have improved the efficiency of water use, enabling a reduction in consumption that places water use in 2018 at levels seen in the 1980s [18]). However, there is little response from the authorities (regional and local) regarding the implementation of measures for adaptation to climate change [59]. Without doubt, the municipality of Benidorm has developed the greatest number of measures for adaptation to drought and, by extension, to the future effects of climate change. In many cases, hotel renovation processes and state aid programmes have helped make this renovation possible. And the result has been a reduction in the consumption of water and electricity [18, 39] which has favoured a reduction of the annual running costs of the hotels.

5. Conclusions

Water is a basic input for the development of tourism. The growth of tourism activities and infrastructures is directly associated with an increase in water use. The scientific literature on the subject frequently refers to water as a limited and limiting resource for the growth of tourism, especially in those areas where it is scarce owing to climatic factors. This has not been an obstacle for the development of tourism in semi-arid sectors; however, this has caused an intense spatial transformation and involved the consumption of considerable natural resources. The adoption of policies aimed at increasing the resources available and, to a lesser extent, demand management, has meant that water is no longer a limiting factor in the study area. Another issue is the sum of the environmental effects associated with maintaining the tourism-residential model.

In the case of the province of Alicante, in view of the characteristics of the tourist destination (a mature destination with a high level of tourism demand that is well recognised in the markets) and the tourism model (characterised by considerable residential tourism) the agents involved have not come to terms with the idea introducing policies for stabilisation and/or degrowth) [60]. On the contrary, only the global financial crisis that occurred between 2007 and 2015, which affected the real estate sector in Spain, has curbed the growth of urban tourism.
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